"A room without books is like a body without a soul"

These are the words that sprung out of Marcus Cicero. And yes, what he said is true. Bookworms, librarians, and book collectors are in fact threatening books as a written form of treasure. They often store and keep them in a fine place. But what if the books started to be lost and distorted?

Libraries, in general, are really essential to everyone, mostly researchers and students. They are our source of detailed information. A library is a place where there are lots of books, But even-though it is a good place that brings good things to people, it is sad to know that careless people get books and don’t return them intentionally and sometimes they even write on books. Here are some facts about theft and vandalism in libraries.

First of all, we can consider theft and vandalism as a doing of people who just can’t do good. Second, since many books in a library are for educational purposes, many students or people who research are so busy that they got no time to return the books back. Lastly, the sudden loss of books can be due to people who yearned for a book present in a library, and decided to take it without consent.

Because of these acts that can be harm the library and also the people, library staffs especially the librarian do things that can curtail or prevent these. Strict ruler like registrations are included. There are even fees that should be paid if you did not abide the rules. Also, the so-called CCTVs are also added in corners of the library to see and trace people who sneak or hide the stolen books.
Indeed, just those who are really fond of books, we can do a good deed for libraries, because one day, we’ll find its real essence in our lives. We could also suggest things on how we could avoid theft and vandalisms in libraries. As what I could only say, “Libraries and books are treasures, so don’t let it doomed. Let’s give way for it to shine, and let’s illuminate the way for glistening plume”.